**Assembly & Installation Instructions**

**IMPORTANT**
Read all instructions and CAUTIONS on both sides of this sheet carefully before beginning. Failure to do so may result in improper installation and/or hazardous situations. Ceramic flue tile must extend a minimum of 1 1/2" above crown for this unit to be installed.

**TOOL REQUIRED**

---

**Assembly Instructions**

1. Place "T" tab through slot in each bracket.
2. Slide U-Bracket's "T" tab to end of slots at center of chimney cap.
3. Grasp U-Bracket firmly and rotate it so screw head faces toward outside of Chimney Cap.

Place Chimney Cap upside down on the ground or a flat work surface. Insert one screw each into the pre-threaded hole located on the side of each U-Bracket.

Insert the "T" shaped tab into the slotted brace of the Chimney Cap. Slide the U-Bracket along the slotted brace (toward the center of the Chimney Cap) until "T" shaped tab contacts end of the slot. Hold U-Bracket firmly against the end of the slot and rotate U-Bracket 1/4 turn. Note, screw head must face to the outside of the Chimney Cap.

---

**Installation Instructions**

Center chimney cap above flue tile. Set chimney cap on flue tile.

Position Chimney Cap above the flue tile. Slide the U-Brackets along the braces until they are aligned above the sides of the flue tile and lower into position on tile.

Apply adequate downward pressure while tightening both screws to ensure minimal gap between cap and tile.

Check for center alignment. Tighten each screw firmly against the flue tile while applying downward pressure on the top of the Chimney Cap.